Abstract-Low-density parity-check (LDPC) lattices were the first family of lattices to show efficient decoding in high dimensions. We consider a case of these lattices with one binary LDPC code as an underlying code. We employ encoding and decoding of the LDPC lattices in a cooperative transmission framework. We establish two efficient shaping based on hypercube and Voronoi shaping, to obtain LDPC lattice codes. Then, we propose the implementation of block Markov encoding for one-way and two-way relay networks using LDPC lattice codes. An efficient method is also required for decomposing full-rate codebook into lower rate codebooks. We apply different decomposition schemes for one-way and two-way relay channels, which are the altered versions of the decomposition methods of low density lattice code (LDLC) lattices. Due to the lower complexity of the decoding for LDPC lattices comparing with LDLCs, the complexity of our schemes is significantly lower than the ones proposed for LDLCs. The efficiency of the proposed schemes is presented using simulation results that indicate the outperforming behavior of LDLCs over LDPC lattice codes in the same dimensions. However, having lower decoding complexity enables us to increase the dimension of the lattice to compensate the existing gap between the performance of the LDPC lattice codes and the LDLCs.
I. INTRODUCTION

O
VER the last few years, cooperative transmission has become widely prominent with the increases in the size of communication networks. In wireless networks, the transmitted message from a node is heard not only by its intended receiver, but also by other neighbour nodes and those neighbour nodes can use the received signals to help transmission. They bring a cooperative transmission by acting as relays.
The relay channel was first introduced by van der Meulen in [2] and it consists of a source aiming to communicate with a destination with the help of a relay. In this case, we call the relay channel one-way relay channel or single relay channel. In [3] , Cover and El Gamal proposed the fundamental decode-forward (DF) and compress-forward (CF) schemes for the one-way relay channels which achieve near capacity rates. In DF scheme, the relay decodes the messages from the source and forwards them to the destination. In CF scheme, the relay compresses received signals and forwards the compression indices.
It is proved that the DF scheme is optimal for these types of channels: for physically degraded relay channels [3] in which the output observed at the receiver is a degraded version of the channel output at the relay, for semi-deterministic channels [4] in which the channel output at the relay is a deterministic function of the channel input at the transmitter and the channel input at the relay. The exact capacity of general relay channels is not known to date, although, there exist tight capacity approximations for a large class of networks [5] , [6] , and schemes like DF and CF achieve near-capacity rates. The upper bound on capacity is given by the cut-set upper bound [3] and the lower bound is given by Chong et al. in [7] . The scheme in [7] is a block-Markov transmission scheme that is a combination of the DF scheme and the CF scheme.
The one-way relay channel can be extended to the twoway relay channel, where a relay helps two users exchange their messages. Two types of two-way relay channels can be considered, that is, without a direct link between the two users, and with a direct link between the two users. The former is a suitable model for wired communication and the latter is suitable for wireless communication. Applications of relay cooperation can be seen in increasing the capacity [8] , combating the fading effect [9] , mitigating the effects of interference [10] - [12] and increasing the physical layer security [13] . Although, DF scheme has been used in numerous applications, it achieves capacity only in special few cases. All of these approaches are using random Gaussian coding which is impractical for implementation. Thus, applying DF scheme in a practical scenario is interesting. One of the research areas that has such potential is lattice theory.
An n dimensional lattice in R m is the set of integer linear combinations of a given basis with n linearly independent vectors in R m . Using lattices for communication over the real additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels, has been investigated by Poltyrev [14] . In such a communication system, instead of the coding rate and capacity, normalized logarithmic density (NLD) and generalized capacity C ∞ have been introduced, respectively. Using 0090-6778 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
Construction D of lattices [15] , the existence of sphere-boundachieving and capacity-achieving lattices has been proved by Forney et al. [16] . A capacity-achieving lattice code can be obtained from a capacity-achieving lattice together with a proper shaping region [17] , [18] . Lattice codes are the Euclidean-space analog of linear codes. Researchers have also studied practical lattice codes. The search for practical implementable capacity-achieving lattices and lattice codes started by proposing low density parity check (LDPC) lattices [19] . In this class of lattices, a set of nested LDPC codes and Construction D' of lattices [15] , [21] are used to generate lattices with sparse parity check matrices. In addition to the AWGN channels, LDPC lattices are also applied in blockfading (BF) channels [22] . Another class of lattices, called low density lattice codes (LDLC), was introduced and investigated in [23] . Turbo lattices employed Construction D along with turbo codes to achieve capacity gains [24] . Low density Construction A (LDA) lattices [25] are another class of lattices with near-capacity error performance and low-complexity, low-storage decoder. An LDA lattice can be obtained from Construction A [15] , [26] with a non-binary LDPC code as its underlying code. The use of lattice codes in relay networks has received significant attentions in recent years [27] , [28] , [29] [30], [31] , [32] . It was shown in [28] , [30] , and [31] that lattice codes can achieve the DF rates for the relay channel. All of these achievable schemes rely on asymptotic code lengths, which is a drawback in practical implementation. Recently, Ferdinand et al. proposed a practical scheme based on LDLCs, for the real-valued, full-duplex one-way and two-way relay channels [31] . In this work, we propose another class of practical, efficient lattice codes, based on LDPC lattices, for the real-valued, full-duplex one-way and two-way relay channels.
The performance of a lattice based scheme over a specific Gaussian relay channel is related to: 1) the relaying strategy which is decode-and-forward in this paper, 2) decomposition method at the relay which is the way in which the relay treats the codewords after decoding, 3) the error performance of the infinite lattice, from which the codewords of the scheme are chosen, over the AWGN channels, 4) the performance of the employed shaping method, which is evaluated in terms of shaping gain/loss in this paper. Based on these statements, the main contributions of this work are as follows.
1) To study the merits of using LDPC lattice codes over one-way and two-way relay channels, we apply the coding schemes of [29] and [31] with LDPC lattice codes instead of LDLCs. We take the decomposition methods of [29] and [31] to make a fair comparison and reveal the gains exclusively caused by using alternative lattices in their coding schemes. 2) Using the LDPC lattices allows a fast and lowcomplexity encoding and decoding (both linear in the dimension of the lattice) [20] . At the same error performance over AWGN channels, the decoder of LDPC lattices can perform up to 151 times faster than the decoder of LDLCs [20] . Working with lattice codes with integer coordinates, like LDPC lattices, simplifies many technical inconveniences due to the non-integer irrational nature of LDLCs.
3) The proposed shaping methods for LDLCs exploit the triangular structure of the parity check matrix of LDLCs [33] . Unlike the LDLCs, the parity check matrix of LDPC lattices is never triangular and the proposed shaping methods for LDLCs are useless for us. However, the generator matrix of LDPC lattices is triangular and in this paper we propose two efficient shaping methods, i.e., hypercube shaping and Voronoi shaping, that exploit the triangular structure of our generator matrices. Our experimental results indicate that the complexity of our proposed shaping methods are lower than the complexity of their counterparts for LDLCs. 4) Due to the following differences, we could not apply the proposed decoding procedures of [29] and [31] directly for their alternative schemes in this paper. 1) The regular addition of two codewords is not a valid codeword in our lattices. However, our lattices are closed under the addition that is defined in (24) . Thus, the relay can not obtain a valid codeword from its received signal, which is the superposition of the signals from source 1 and source 2. This problem occurs in other terminals, which leads to some changes in the steps of the proposed decoders in [29] and [31] . 2) In order to apply our hypercube shaping method, we restrict the input integer vectors to a finite constellation that differs from the input constellation of LDLCs' hypercube shaping. Hence, at some steps of the decoding procedures of [29] and [31] , a mapping is required between our input constellation and theirs. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the system models of the one-way and two-way relay channels. Section III presents the preliminaries on lattices and lattice codes. In Section IV, we introduce LDPC lattices. The encoding and decoding of these lattices are also presented in this section. In Section V, we consider the application of the LDPC lattices in the power constrained AWGN channels by presenting two efficient shaping methods, based on hypercube shaping and nested lattice shaping. In Section VI, we adapt our shaping algorithms that enable us to do the decomposition of the LDPC lattices into lowerrate components without loss of shaping efficiency. Then, we present a practical block Markov scheme for the real-valued, full-duplex one-way relay channels, based on LDPC lattices. In Section VII, we present another decomposition method based on doubly nested LDPC lattices, for the two-way relay channels. Finally, in Section VIII, we examine the practical performance of our proposed schemes. Section IX contains the concluding remarks.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A. One-Way Relay Channel
The relay channel that we have considered, is a threeterminal relay channel. We start by explaining the one-way relay channel model, which is represented in Fig. 1 (a) . The intended message is mapped to a codeword which will be transmitted by the source to both relay and destination. The relay helps the destination by sending a part of its received information in the next time slot. The considered relay is able to transmit and receive the messages simultaneously, that is, it is a full-duplex relay. We also consider real-valued channels for simplicity. We follow the same system models which are considered by Ferdinand et al. in [29] and [31] .
Let x S and x R denote the signals transmitted by the source and the relay, respectively. Denote the received signals at the relay and the destination by y R and y D , respectively, which have the following forms
where
R D are the path loss channel gains between source, relay, and destination. We assume the distance between the source and the destination to be 1. We define d S R and d R D as the distance from source to relay and relay to destination, and α 1 and α 2 as their corresponding path-loss exponents. We also consider P S and P R as the constraints for the average powers of the source and the relay transmissions, respectively. To the best of our knowledge, the capacity of this channel, in its general form, is unknown. However, some DF schemes are available, like the one which is proposed in [3] , that achieve the following inner bound:
Block Markov encoding, in which the decoding of a message at the relay is followed by re-encoding and transmitting its corresponding codeword in the next block, achieves this rate. The lattice-coding version of block Markov encoding is proposed in [28] . It is proved theoretically that it can achieve the decode-and-forward rates. The results of [28] suggest that structured lattice codes may be used to outperform random Gaussian codes in general Gaussian networks. The authors of [31] have applied this scheme with LDLCs and proposed a family of practically implementable lattice codes for relay channels. In this paper, we present another family of lattice codes which are amenable to practical implementation in block Markov schemes.
B. Two-Way Relay Channel
In this subsection we explain the full-duplex Gaussian twoway relay channel model which is represented in Fig. 1 (b) . In this channel model, the two sources S 1 and S 2 want to exchange their messages over the wireless medium. The relay node R receives the noisy superposition of signals transmitted from sources and transmits its own interpretations to improve the communication quality. This channel can be modeled as follows
are the noise components. As described for one-way relay channel model, 
III. PRELIMINARIES ON LATTICES
A discrete, additive subgroup of the m-dimensional real space R m is a lattice. Every lattice has a basis B = {b 1 , . . . , b n } ⊂ R m where every x ∈ can be represented as an integer linear combination of vectors in B. The rank of the lattice is n and its dimension is m. If n = m, the lattice is called a full-rank lattice. In this paper, we consider full-rank lattices. The matrix M with b 1 , . . . , b n as rows, is a generator matrix for the lattice. The matrix G = MM t is a Gram matrix for the lattice. The determinant of the lattice det( ) is defined to be the determinant of the matrix G and the volume of the lattice is defined as vol
is the set of those points of R n that are at least as close to x as to any other point in . We call the Voronoi region associated with the origin, the fundamental Voronoi region of , denoted by V or V ( ).
We say that a lattice s is nested in c if s ⊂ c . Using nested lattices in R n , define the codebook C = V s ∩ c which has the rate
Suppose that the points of a lattice are sent over an unconstrained AWGN channel with noise variance σ 2 .
The volume-to-noise ratio (VNR) of lattice is defined as
For a large n, VNR is the ratio of the normalized volume of to the normalized volume of a noise sphere of squared radius nσ 2 which is defined as generalized signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in [19] and α 2 in [16] .
Let x ∈ be the transmitted vector on the unconstrained AWGN channel, then the received vector r can be written as r = x+e, where e = (e 1 , . . . , e n ) and its components are independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian random variables with zero mean and variance σ 2 . The probability of correct decoding, under maximum likelihood decoding, is given by
where x is the Euclidean norm of x. A lattice quantizer is a map Q : R n → for some lattice ⊂ R n . Let · denote some norm, for example, Euclidean distance. The nearest-neighbor quantizer
maps every x ∈ R n to its closest lattice point [34] :
If we use the nearest-neighbor quantizer
be uniformly distributed over the Voronoi region V ( ). Then, the second moment per dimension of is
A finite set of lattice points belonging to a lattice translate + t bounded by a compact region R ⊆ R n is called a lattice constellation and it is denoted by C( , R ), that is C( , R ) = ( + t) ∩ R . For a region R , the volume vol(R ) and also the average energy per dimension P(R ) of a uniform probability density function over R , are two key geometric properties (see, e.g., [15] and [35] ):
The normalized second moment of R is defined as
The normalized second moment of R is invariant under orthogonal transformations, Cartesian products, and scaling; that is, G(αUR n ) = G(R ), where α > 0 is any scaling factor, U is an orthogonal matrix, and n is a positive integer. For an even integer number M ≥ 1 and d 0 ∈ R we define the baseline region as
The shaping gain γ s (R ) of R , measures the decrease in average energy of R relative to a baseline region H [35] . The shaping gain of R is
For each natural number n, the best n-dimensional shaping region in terms of shaping gain is the n-sphere [35] . An nsphere (= ⊗) of radius r , for an even n, has the following key geometrical parameters [35] :
The shaping gain of an n-sphere is a function of the dimension n. For example its value for dimension 100 is about 1.37dB. When n approaches infinity, the shaping gain approaches the ultimate shaping gain which is πe/6 (1.53dB).
The shaping loss λ s (R ) of an n-dimensional shaping region R measures the increase in average energy of R relative to an n-dimensional sphere, where n is even. Based on (16)- (18), the shaping loss, which is a number greater than or equal to 1, is [36] :
If we form the intersection ∩ R of a lattice with a shaping region R ⊂ R n , we would expect to obtain a code with about vol(R )/vol( ) codewords [37] . In fact, by using the Minkowski-Hlawka theorem, it is proved that the value vol(R )/vol( ) is correct in the average over a suitable set of lattices based on codes [37] . The rate of the code C = ∩ R is approximately
IV. LDPC LATTICES There exist many ways to construct lattices based on codes [15] . Here we mention two of them. The first one is Construction A and the other one is Construction D'. Assume that C is a linear code over F p where p is a prime number, i.e. C ⊆ F n p . A lattice based on Construction A [15] can be derived from C as follows
where : F n p → R n is the embedding function. In this work, we are particularly interested in lattices with p = 2.
Construction D' converts a set of parity checks defining a family of nested codes C 0 ⊇ C 1 ⊇ · · · ⊇ C a , into congruences for a lattice [15] . The number a + 1 is called the level of the construction. An LDPC lattice ⊂ Z n can be constructed from Construction D' and a number of nested binary LDPC codes. More detail about the structure and decoding of these lattices can be found in [19] . If we consider one code as underlying code of Construction D', which means a = 0, Construction A is obtained [26, Proposition 1] . In this case, Construction A LDPC lattices or 1-level LDPC lattices [26] will be obtained. In this paper, we refer to them as LDPC lattices without mentioning the level of the construction.
Definition 1: An LDPC lattice is a lattice constructed based on Construction A or D' along with one binary LDPC code C as its underlying code. Equivalently, x ∈ Z n is in if and only if Hx t = 0 (mod 2), where H is the parity check matrix of C .
The Generator matrix of Construction A lattice using the underlying code C ⊂ F n 2 is of the form
where G C = I k P k×(n−k) is the generator matrix of C in systematic form, k is the rank of C , I k and 0 (n−k)×k , are the identity matrix of size k and the all zero matrix of size (n − k) × k, respectively.
A. Encoding and Decoding of LDPC Lattices
The practical encoding and decoding of LDPC lattices, both with linear complexity in the dimension of the lattice, has been addressed in [20] . In this paper, we consider a translated and scaled version of the lattice , generated by (22) , as suggested in [20] , [38] and [15, Sec. 20.5] . In the sequel, we present the decoding of these scaled and translated versions of LDPC lattices, which is proposed in [20] and it is obtained by combining the suggested decoding method in [15, Sec. 20.5] , and the decoding of binary LDPC codes. Construction and decoding of these new lattices can be done using the following steps. First, convert the codewords of [n, k] binary code C into ±1 notation (convert 0 to −1 and 1 to 1) [15, Sec. 20.5] which produces a set (C ) consisting of the vectors of the form
The set of points in (23) strictly speaking, is not a lattice, but the translate of a lattice by the vector (−1, −1, . . . , −1). The regular addition of vectors of the form (23) will not be of the same form. However, we can show that (C ) is closed under following addition. For any λ 1 , λ 2 ∈ (C ), we have [1] , [20] 
The encoding of an integer row vector b ∈ Z n can be done as follows
where E is encoding function and G is defined as (22) . Let x = c + 4z be the transmitted lattice vector and y be the received vector from AWGN channel
where c ∈ C and C is a binary LDPC code in ±1 notation, z ∈ Z n and n ∼ N (0, σ 2 ). First, we decode c and next we find z. The proposed algorithm in [20] is similar to the sumproduct algorithm (SPA) for LDPC codes in message passing structure [39] . The inputs are the log likelihood ratios (LLR) for the a priori message probabilities from each channel. The estimation of the LLR vector γ = (γ 1 , . . . , γ n ) for LDPC lattices is proposed in [20] as follows
where x is the nearest integer to x. Input the LLR vector γ = (γ 1 , . . . , γ n ) to SPA decoder of LDPC codes and consider c as the output of this decoder. Convertĉ to ±1 notation and call the obtained vectorĉ . Estimateẑ as followŝ
Then,x =ĉ + 4ẑ is the final decoded lattice vector. The complexity of this decoding algorithm is significantly lower than other lattices with practical decoding algorithm like LDA lattices [25] and LDLCs [23] . The decoding algorithm of LDLCs first proposed in [23] which has complexity
, where is the resolution and its typical value is 1/256, n is the dimension of lattice, t is the number of iterations and d is the average code degree. Then, in [40] , a new algorithm proposed with lower complexity
, where K is the number of replications, n, t and d are similar to above. A typical value for K is 3 and for M it is 2 or 6. The computational complexity of the proposed decoding algorithm in [20] is only O(n · d · t), which is significantly lower than the complexity of LDLC decoding.
The main purpose of this section is constructing practically implementable lattice constellations. As we mentioned in previous section, definition of lattice constellations entails finding the intersection of shaping region and a translated infinite lattice. Thus, translating by (−1, . . . , −1) in the proposed structure has no inconsistency with the definition of lattice codes. In the next section, we present efficient shaping methods to obtain a family of lattice codes based on LDPC lattices.
V. SHAPING METHODS FOR LDPC LATTICES
A. Hypercube Shaping Method
In practical channels, there exists a power constraint which must be fulfilled. This entails selecting a group of lattice points with a bounded norm. In some theoretical approaches, the coding lattice is intersected with a spherical shaping region to produce an efficient, power-constrained lattice code. However, spherical shaping has high computational complexity both for encoding and decoding. In [33] and [41] , several efficient and practical shaping algorithms were proposed for LDLCs. Here, we present an efficient and practical shaping algorithm for LDPC lattices based on hypercube shaping method.
In order to perform shaping, restrict the integer vector b to the following finite constellation
in which all the L i 's are even integers. Shape the lattice codeword x = bG by translating each b i by an integer multiple of L i , i = 1, . . . , n. This is equivalent to transmitting a lattice point x as follows
where [33] used a triangular structure for H, the inverse of their generator matrix G, with unit diagonal elements. In this case, hypercube shaping is straightforward, and s i and x i will be found recursively. Instead, we use the generator matrix of the lattice for shaping. In our case, the generator matrix beside the triangular structure, has a simpler form which helps us to obtain the components of s directly. Since we have used a translated and scaled lattice, we shape the lattice vectors inside the hypercube around the origin of each coordinate. Then, we scale them by factor 2 and translate them by the all −1 vector. To this end, we need to solve the following system of linear equations
by choosing an integer vector
From (31), we have the following equations 
or equivalently
3:
6:
end if 9: end for 10: return b = (r 1 , . . . , r n ).
11: end procedure
This interval contains only one integer number which is the unique solution
Note that, after finding the shaped lattice codeword as discussed above, we must scale it by factor 2 and then translate it by (−1, . . . , −1). Then, the shaped vectors of 2 −(1, . . . , 1) will be uniformly distributed over hypercube 2L − (1, . . . , 1), where
Since the points of the lattice code C = (2 ∩ L) − (1, . . . , 1) are in bijective correspondence with the number of information integer vectors b, the rate of our scheme is
Algorithm 1 explains the method of obtaining original information b from the shaped lattice codeword x . The complexity of this algorithm is O(nd), where d is the average number of nonzero elements in a row of G . We use the notation MOD( ) in the case of using Algorithm 1.
B. Nested Lattice Shaping Method
Despite its low complexity nature, hypercube shaping suffers a performance loss of 1.53dB in high dimensions compared to optimal hypersphere shaping [35] . Thus, we consider nested lattice shaping, which is suboptimal but it offers more shaping gains comparing to hypercube shaping [33] . First, limit the rate of the code by restricting the integer row vector b to take values from a finite constellation in which b i ∈ L i = {0, . . . , L i − 1} for each i = 1, . . . , n. Similar to the hypercube shaping, let x = (b − sL)G . In this case, we choose the vector s as follows
Choosing s that minimizes x is equivalent to finding the nearest lattice point of the scaled lattice LG to the non-shaped lattice point x. Therefore, the codewords will be uniformly distributed along the Voronoi cell of the coarse lattice LG. Thus, the rate of the code is
The complexity of solving (36) is exponential in the dimension of lattice, even when restricting the components of b.
Using the triangular structure of the parity check matrix H, Sommer et al. [33] suggested a tree search with affordable complexity for shaping their lattices. Practically, their tree search can be done with simple sub-optimal sequential decoders such as the M-algorithm [42] . Following their method, we present a nested lattice shaping by using the triangular structure of our generator matrix. Our algorithm starts from the first row of G , and sequentially goes down along the rows. The input at row i is a list of up to M candidate sequences s The results show that increasing the rate of the code, used as underlying code of the lattice, declines the shaping gain for hypercube shaping but it improves the shaping gain for nested lattice shaping. Increasing the dimension of the lattice also improves the shaping gain for both of the applied shaping methods. Thus, the reasonable shaping gains can be obtained by applying nested lattice shaping for high dimensional LDPC lattices, which have high rate LDPC codes as their underlying codes.
VI. ONE-WAY RELAY NETWORK
In this section, we construct a lattice-coding scheme based on LDPC lattice codes that performs well by measuring the experimental distance from the decode-and-forward bound of (3). We present our scheme by following the scheme of [29] for LDLCs. All steps of this scheme are rephrased due to the inherent differences between LDPC lattice codes and LDLCs.
A. Decomposition of LDPC Lattice Codebooks
Based on block Markov encoding and decomposition of the full lattice codebook into lower-rate codebooks, we can propose an encoding/decoding scheme for implementing LDPC lattice codes on one-way relay channels. Let b ∈ Z n be the 
where X is a k-element subset of {1, . . . , n}, whose members are chosen randomly. Let b v ∈ Z n be the vestigial component vector. Define the the i th element of b v as follows
Based on (38) and (39) , define the resolution lattice codeword x r = E(b r ) and the vestigial lattice codeword
where E is defined by (25) . It can be easily checked that the original lattice codeword x = E(b) is the sum of its resolution and vestigial components, that is
B. Power-Constrained Decomposition of LDPC Lattices
In preceding subsection, we did not enforce shaping for codewords x, x r and x v . In order to reduce the average power requirement of our scheme at a given rate, we apply the shaping methods. Linear decomposition is straightforward in the unconstrained power situation, but it is not trivial with power constrained scenario. We use the altered version of the proposed method in [29] with the proposed hypercube shaping method of Section IV. The steps of this method are as follows: 
The power-constrained lattice codeword is then given as x = E(b ).
2) Decompose the original integer information vector b as
in (38) and (39). 3) Map the resolution component b r to b r such that the new integer vector results in a power-constrained codeword:
where b r,i and b r,i are the i th elements of b r and b r , respectively. For hypercube shaping, s r,i can be written as,
where I = {k + 1, . . . , n}. Then, the mapped lattice codeword is x r = E(b r ). 4) For the sake of preserving the linearity of the lattice decomposition, we map the vestigial information vector b v to b v such that the i th element of b v is given as,
where s i and s r,i are given in (41) and (43) It must be noted that the lattice codeword x and the resolution lattice codeword x r respect the power constraint but, the vestigial lattice codeword x v may not fulfil the power constraint in general. However, this is not a problem for the considered relay network since we do not transmit the vestigial information alone. In order to obtain further shaping gain, we employ nested lattice shaping in our decomposition. In this case, we find the vectors s and s r such that
After finding s and s r , the vestigial codeword can be found as
C. Encoding and Decoding
Here, we explain the implementation of the encoding and the decoding of LDPC lattice codes, for one-way relay network. We follow up the same schemes as in [29] and [31] . At the t th block, the source transmits √ P S x [t] and the relay transmits √ P R x r [t − 1]. The relay sends nothing during the first block but the source sends √ P S x [1] . The superposition of the source signal at block t and the relay signal at block t − 1 will be received at the destination during the blocks t = 2, . . . , T . At block t = T + 1, destination only receives the resolution information from the relay. The encoding rate is nT R n(T +1) which is close to R for large values of T . Similar to [29] and [31] , our decoding contains three stages. The first stage is the decoding of x at the relay. Then destination decodes x r , and uses x r to decode x v . The received signal by the relay at the t th block is
After scaling y R [t] by the factor 1/ √ P S h S R and using the decoder of LDPC lattices, which is denoted by DEC LDPCL (y, σ 2 ) (we use y and σ 2 to estimate LLR vector in (27) ; see Section IV), we obtainx [t]
Then, the information vectorb[t] is estimated asb
The 
The destination decodes the resolution information vectorx r [t]
as follows 
Now, we subtract
Then, we use y D [t] in (51) to decode the vestigial information as follows
The desired lattice codeword and its corresponding integer vector can be obtained asx
VII. TWO-WAY RELAY NETWORKS
In this section, we present a practical block Markov encoding scheme for the two-way relay channel based on LDPC lattice codes. This scheme performs well by measuring the experimental distance from the decode-and-forward bound in (8) . An analogous version of this scheme is proposed in [31] for LDLCs that achieves the decode-and-forward bound theoretically. Due to the structural differences between LDPC lattices and LDLCs, as well as, differences between our shaping methods and theirs, all steps of this scheme are rephrased for LDPC lattice codes.
We employ doubly-nested lattice codes in which
are the shaping and coding lattices for S 1 and S 2 , respectively. Thus, the considered codebooks are
). It is also assumed by the Ferdinand et al. [31] 
There is another lattice, which is referred to as meso-lattice, that partitions the lattice codebook into lower-rate constituent codebooks [31] . All above lattices are nested as
We also have
The vestigial codebooks are C
, respectively. Then, as before,
. In the preceding code construction, every full-rate codeword has a unique decomposition as a modulo sum of resolution and vestigial codewords. 
A. Decomposition of LDPC Lattice Codebooks
i , for some β ∈ Z. Thus, the i th element of 
If the employed shaping method is hypercube shaping, it can be shown that the i th element of b (v) lies in the following finite constellation
If the employed shaping method is nested lattice shaping, the i th element of b (v) lies in the finite constellation 0, L
. The rate of the vestigial codebook is approximately R (v) = log 2 (β). Due to the aforementioned assumptions, each codeword x = E(b) decomposes into its resolution component x (r) = E(b (r) ) and its vestigial component . . . , 1) .
B. Power-Constrained Decomposition of LDPC Lattice Codebooks
Following the same procedure as in Section V, the shaped lattice codeword is x = E(b − sL), where s is given in (34) and (36) , for hypercube shaping and nested lattice shaping, respectively. We shape the resolution component b (r) to b (r) in such a way that the decomposition of the lattice codebook remains linear
where b i and b
are the i th elements of b and b (r) , respectively, and
We choose the elements of s (r) according to
for hypercube shaping. For nested lattice shaping, we consider b
i , where s (r) is given by (46). Indeed, the smod function is regular modulo operation, when the employed shaping method is nested lattice shaping. Then, the shaped resolution component is given by x (r) = E(b (r) ). We map the vestigial integer vector b (v) to b (v) as follows
where s is given in (34) and (36), for hypercube shaping and nested lattice shaping, respectively. Using this decomposition gives us b = b (r) + b (v) in general. However, the decomposition preserves componentwise modulo linearity, that is, (v) ) and we have x = x (r) ⊕ x (v) . As before, the vestigial lattice codeword x v does not need to fulfil any power constraint. The original information vectors b, b (v) can be recovered from b , b (v) by using Algorithm 1 with L = (L 1 , . . . , L n ) . Similarly, the resolution information vector b (r) can be recovered from b (r) by using Algorithm 1 with
C. Encoding and Decoding
In the rest of this section, we present the implementation of an encoding-decoding scheme over two-way relay networks using LDPC lattice codes. We are following the framework which is proposed in [31, Sec. IV-E] for LDLCs. After a brief description of the encoding scheme, we discuss our decoding scheme at each node. We assume that the two sources S 1 and S 2 are using LDPC lattice codes in their transmissions.
We also denote the full-rate, resolution and vestigial information vectors of the source i by b S i , b [31] .
It is assumed by the authors of [31] that the sources use transmit powers such that
In the rest of this paper, we assume m 1 = m 2 = 1.
First, we describe the encoding steps. For t = 2, . . . , T , the transmitted signals by the sources S 1 and S 2 are P S 1 x S 1 [t] and P S 2 x S 2 [t], respectively. During the time interval t, where 2 ≤ t ≤ T , the relay receives the superposition of the signals from S 1 and S 2 at t th block while it is transmitting the resolution component of the decoded sum codeword
. During the block t = 1, the relay transmits nothing and at block t = T +1, the sources receive the resolution information
from the relay. Next, we describe the decoding steps. Due to the similarity between the decoding at S 1 and S 2 , we only consider the decoding at S 2 . Like the previous section, the decoding occurs in three phases.
Phase 1: The relay decodes the sum codeword x S 1 [t]⊕x S 2 [t] by using its received signal at the t th block
Using
and LDPC lattice decoding, the relay estimates
where function D is defined in Section VI-C. Then, the resolution information vector ofb R [t] can be obtained by applying smod function in (57) as followŝ
Using the shaping methods, the relay mapsb
where s R is given in (58) and (46) for hypercube shaping and nested lattice shaping, respectively. Then, the shaped lattice codeword isx
. During block t + 1, the relay transmits
and m 1 , m 2 as co-primes helps the sources to recover the individual codewords from a single codeword and the received modulo sum from the relay [31] . Phase 2: In this phase, S 2 decodes the resolution codeword x (r) S 1 by using its received signal in block t + 1
. . , 1) from the received signal to obtain
Giving the scaled version of y S 2 [t +1] to LDPC lattice decoder yields
in which the function smod2mod(x, L), that is defined next, is applied componentwise
Now, the resolution information of source S 1 will be obtained through the following steps
Then, the i th element of unshaped resolution informatioñ b
where δ ∈ Z is chosen such thatb
i and m 1 are coprime and a unique δ always exists [31] .
Phase 3: In this phase, S 2 decodes the vestigial codeword
where e S 2 is
Then, S 2 uses LDPC lattice decoding to find
where • denotes the Hadamard product or entrywise product
The vestigial information isb
[t], L S 1 ). Hence, the shaped and unshaped full-rate information vectors of
[t], respectively. Note that the above decoding process is presented for the case that the employed shaping method is hypercube shaping. When the employed shaping is nested lattice shaping, this decoding steps are still valid by changing smod function into regular modulo operation. This is due to the fact that, the components of lattice vectors, given as the inputs for hypercube shaping and nested lattice shaping, are drawn from different sets. For hypercube and nested lattice shading methods we use the sets {−L/2, . . . , L/2 − 1} and {0, . . . , L − 1}, respectively.
VIII. NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. One-Way Relay Channels
In the simulations, |X | = n/2, i.e., we assume 50% of the information integers are zero for resolution and vestigial information vectors. We have used binary LDPC codes with (n, k) = (1000, 850), (5000, 4250), where n and k are the codeword length and the dimension of the code, respectively. Symbol error rate (SER) performance of LDPC lattice codes are plotted against the sum power at source and the relay, i.e.,
The path loss exponents are α 1 = 1, α 2 = 2. The variances of the noise at the relay and destination are N r = N d = 0dB. The maximum number of iterations in each step of the decoding is assumed to be 50. Since, the encoder and the decoder both know the locations of the zeros in resolution and vestigial information, based on (41)-(44), for following locations we have
We estimate E x 2 S and E x 2 R for our scheme, for the case that hypercube shaping is applied. When, all of the elements of the lattice codewords are uniformly distributed over (âˆ L/2, L/2), the average power of x i is E x 2 i = L 2 i /12. Due to the fact that, the resolution lattice vectors contain more zeros, the average power in this case is less than L 2 i /12. We assume that the members of incoming integer vector are uniformly distributed over L i = {−L i /2, . . . , L i /2 − 1}, for i = 1, . . . , n. Since E {x i } = −0.5 for i ∈ I c and E {x i } = 0 for i ∈ I , we have E (2x i − 1) 2 = 4E x 2 i + 1 for i ∈ I , and E (2x i − 1) 2 = 4E x 2 i + 3 for i ∈ I c , and from above equations we have
+ 3, i ∈ I c 4 ×
Put
For i ∈ I c ∩ X c , x r,i = −1, so E x 2 r i = 1. For i ∈ I c ∩ X , x r,i = 2b i − 1. Thus,
We have considered L i = 8, for i = 1, . . . , n. Thus, for the cases in which we have employed hypercube shaping, based on (35) , the corresponding rate is 3 bits/integer. For employing nested lattice shaping, we consider L 1 = · · · = L k = 8 and L k+1 = · · · = L n = 4. Then, based on (37), the corresponding rate is 2.85 bits/integer. In order to achieve these rates, according to (3), the total required powers are P 1 = P S E x 2 S + P R E x 2 R ≥ 51.88 = 17.15dB, and P 2 ≥ 41.2 = 16.15dB, respectively.
In Fig. 2 , we have presented SER variation versus sum of transmit powers for both nested-lattice shaping and hypercube shaping. In [29] , the implementation of block Markov encoding was proposed for LDLCs. We have considered h S D , h S R , h R D and other parameters similar to their corresponding values in [29] . The SER performance of an LDLC lattice code with dimension 1000 and rate 2.78, which is obtained by employing nested lattice shaping, at 10 −4 is 3.77dB away from its corresponding DF inner bound, which is 15.77dB. We observe that the SER performance of an LDPC lattice code of length 1000 at 10 −4 is 4.5dB away from its corresponding DF inner bound. This is a natural result, due to the better SER performance of LDLCs comparing to LDPC lattice codes, over AWGN channels. Different decoders have been proposed for LDLCs. As far as we know, the best one is proposed in [40] . The decoding complexity of LDLCs, by using proposed decoder in [40] , is at least 24 times more than the decoding complexity of LDPC lattices. Indeed, the decoding complexity of an LDPC lattice of dimension 1000 is equivalent to the decoding complexity of an LDLC with dimension 24000. Results of Fig. 2 show that the increase in the dimension of the lattice can decrease the gap between DF bound and the performance curve. Using an LDPC lattice code of dimension 5000 instead of dimension 1000 makes about 0.55dB improvement in the performance.
B. Two-Way Relay Channels
In Fig. 3 , we plot the SER versus the sum of transmit powers P S 1 L (r) = (2, . . . , 2). We choose N S 1 = N S 2 = N R = 0dB. Pathloss exponents are α S 1 R = α RS 1 = 1 and α RS 2 = α S 2 R = 5. The used underlying codes are the same ones that we used for one-way relay channels. Depending on the dimension of the lattice and the applied shaping method, our scheme achieves to within 2dB of the achievable rate in (8) .
IX. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present the implementation of block Markov encoding using LDPC lattice codes over the one-way and two-way relay channels. In order to apply this scheme, we employ a low complexity decoding method for LDPC lattices. Then, for using these lattices in the power constrained scenarios, we propose two efficient shaping methods based on hypercube shaping and nested lattice shaping. We apply different decomposition schemes for one-way and two-way relay channels. The applied decomposition schemes are the altered versions of the applied methods for decomposing LDLCs. Due to the lower complexity of decoding LDPC lattices comparing to LDLCs, the complexity of the proposed schemes in this paper are significantly lower than the ones proposed for LDLCs. Simulation results show that LDLCs outperform LDPC lattices in general. However, having lower decoding complexity enables us to increase the dimension of the lattice to compensate the existing gap between the performance of the LDPC lattice codes and the LDLCs.
